We propose a machine learning method for recognizing modern Arabic poems based on the common poetic features of modern Arabic poetry. The poetic features include: rhyming, repetition, use of diacritics and punctuations, and text alignment. The method can classify text documents as poem or non-poem documents with a very high accuracy of 99.81%.
Introduction
This paper presents a method for modern Arabic poetry recognition. The method can classify text documents into poem and non-poem (prose) documents using supervised machine learning techniques. The classifier is applied on distinctive features of modern Arabic poems such as rhyming style, word repetition, use of diacritics and punctuation marks, and verse alignment (lineation). Arabic poetry can be classified into two categories: classical and modern poetry. The second category shares more poetic features with modern poetry of other languages.
Even though the proposed method targets the Arabic language, the basic model is language independent and can be applied to any language. The main goal of this work is to identify representative features of modern Arabic poetry that are computable and leads to correct classification. The direct application of this method is in the search engine domain. A search engine can apply this technique to construct a vertical search engine specialized in poetry . Vertical search engines, also called topical or specialty search engines, offer better support for domain specific search and tasks compared to typical web search engines [1] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 presents the general features of modern Arabic poetry. In Section 4, we introduce the proposed method. Section 5 gives details of the experimental results and the training and testing dataset. Finally, the conclusions and future plans are described in Sections 6.
Presence
Instances of modern Arabic poems, as well as other types of poems, can be found in all sorts of printed and electronic documents including books, newspapers, magazines, and websites. An instance of modern Arabic poems can represent a complete poem or a poem portion. A single document can contain several modern Arabic poem instances. Poems can occur in designated documents by themselves or intermixed with normal text. In addition, poems can be found in non-textual media including audios, videos and images. On the web, Arabic poem instances can be found on designated websites. Only-poem websites normally organize poems in categories and adapt a unified style format that is preserved for the entire website.
Structure and Style
Typically, modern Arabic poems are written in consecutive short and uneven lines. Each line represents a verse. The lines can be arranged into sets of lines called stanzas. In some poems, all the stanzas contain the same number of lines. There is no limit on the number of lines in a poem. In many cases, the lines are arranged as separate paragraphs where a blank line is left between each two lines in the poem. It is also common that the entire poem is written in a single paragraph, or in several paragraphs (stanzas) separated by numbers, blank lines, or punctuation marks. The structure and style in modern Arabic poetry is loose compared to classical poetry. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show two short examples of a typical modern and classical Arabic poetry. 
Rhymes, Meters and Diacritics
Poetic meters define the basic rhythm of the poem. Each meter is described by a set of ordered feet which can be represented as ordered sets of consonants and vowels. The use of meter and rhyme is not strict in modern Arabic poetry. Nazik Al-Malaika, one of the pioneers of modern Arabic poetry, has identified eight poetic meters in modern Arabic poems. These eight meters are a subset of the sixteen popular meters of the classical Arabic poems which were modeled by Al-Khalil bin Ahmed in the 8th century and his student Al-Akhfash who later added the 16th meter. Rhymes, on the other hand, are the repetition of the same sound at the end of the verse [6] . Unlike classical poems, modern poems can use multiple rhymes in the same poem without a firm order. Fig. 3 shows an example of a short modern poem with seven verses with two different rhymes. Arabic vowels in rhymes can be long or short. Short vowels are represented as diacritics above or below the letter while long vowels are represented as regular letters. The long and short versions of each basic vowel are considered equivalent for rhyme purposes. Usually, in modern Arabic writing, diacritics are ignored, however in poetry typing, poets tend to use diacritics more, especially with classical poems. Also, diacritics are used to resolve ambiguity. 
Word Repetition and Punctuation Marks
Modern Arabic poems are also characterized by other features such as word repetition and punctuation mark
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usage. Word repetitions do not comprise individual words only but also repetition of letters, phrases, a whole line/verse, similar sounds and sections. These repetitions help in building up the tempo, organize the relation of words, and emphasize the main theme of the poem. The other feature is the usage of punctuation marks such as full-stops, dashes, question marks, commas, and ellipses (three dots) inside the poem. They are added to divide clauses and phrases into rhythmic units and to increase the tension to a stanza. They are used at the end of lines as well as in the middle of them and several punctuation marks can be used in the poem. Fig. 4 and 5 show example of repetition and punctuation marks usage. 
Method
The proposed method for modern Arabic poem recognition is to build a classifier based on the common features of modern Arabic poems as described in the previous section. Even though the method is for modern Arabic poems, only two features are tied to the Arabic language which are the diacritic rate and the rhyme rate features. The method can also work for other languages once these two language dependent features have been customized to meet the requirements of the target language. Furthermore, these two features can be eliminated altogether to have a language independent basic method. Most of the poetic features in this method were also used by Tizhoosh et al. The main addition here is considering block of text, and customizing the rhyme feature for Arabic, and adding the diacritic feature.
Experiment
In this experiment, we used the features of the proposed method to represent documents and built several
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Naive Bayes [7] and Decision Tree [8] classifiers using different feature combinations. The classifiers were trained using the dataset described in the next section and evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. We run the experiment using Weka 3.6 [9] . The classification accuracy is measured using Equation 
Dataset
The dataset comprises 2067 plain text documents and is divided into two subsets. The first subset contains 513 modern Arabic poem documents collected randomly from the web. The collection includes poems written by about 150 different poets. The poems were collected using Google search results using poet names as search terms. For each poet, we select the top web pages that contain poems from the search results. For each selected webpage, we capture the poem portion of the page and store it in a text file. The second subset contains non-poem documents of articles and list items. We decided to enrich the non-poem set to include documents that contain list items because lists can visually resemble poems more than typical articles. This non-poem subset contains 1554 non-poem Arabic documents, including 1000 articles and 554 lists both of varying length, short and long. The articles were collected from the KACST Arabic corpus from different sources. The sources include newspapers, magazines, news agencies articles, and book segments [10] . The list documents were collected and generated randomly from a set of about 100 Arabic websites. List items were identified using the HTML tags < ul> and <li> in web pages. Fig. 6 shows an example of list items that looks like a short poem. 
Result
We built several classifier using the Decision Tree and Naive Bayes algorithms. The first classifier was a (2) to (4) . decision tree using all of the features. This classifier achieved the best overall accuracy, 99.81%. The remaining classifiers were all Naive Bayes. Table I shows the results of these classifiers using different sets of features. The best accuracy was achieved using only the visual features at 99.71%. The all feature classifier scored a slightly lower performance of 99.61%. On the other hand, the linguistic features achieved only 87.13%. The baseline accuracy is 75.18% based on the majority class in the dataset. The results for the single feature classifiers varied widely. The best single feature classifier is the classifier that was built using the "Block Average Number of Lines" feature, 97.58%. This is a very excellent performance; about 2% less than the best achieved result. The best linguistic feature is "Diacritic Rate", 82.44%. Almost all of the remaining single feature classifiers performed below or equal to the baseline. Even though the "Block Average Number of Lines" feature achieved a very high accuracy, the effect of removing it from the all features set is negligible, at an accuracy of 98.94%. The F-Measure scores were similar. The "Block Average Number of Lines" feature achieved the best F score for a single feature (97.6%). The excellent performance of the "Block Average Number of Lines" visual feature is attributed to that poems are usually arranged in multiple blocks of text (stanzas) with a bunch of short lines (verses). While plain unformatted text articles are normally organized as one or more blocks of less but longer lines of text representing paragraphs. In the dataset, the average value of this feature is 10.7 lines for poems, and 10.2 lines for article documents. For item list documents, this value is 13.4. Fig. 7 shows the class distribution using the "Block Average Number of Lines" and "Average Line Length" features.
Four other features achieved good precision rates, but with reduced recall: Rhyme Rate, Punctuation Rate, Average and SD of Line Length. This shows that rhymes and punctuations are good indicators for poems, however, in some poems, they may not be emphasized enough. Fig. 8 and 9 shows the poem and non-poem distribution in the rhyme and punctuation feature space. The same applies to the line length features. Poem lines tend to be short and with low standard deviation in most cases but not always. The mean of the average and SD of line length of poems in the dataset is 23.6 and 8.5 characters, respectively, compared to 390.4 and 375.7 characters for non-poems. Fig.10 shows the distribution in the line length space.
The precisions of the remaining four features were low, namely, Diacritic Rate, SD of Block Number of Lines, Line and Word Repetition Rates. These features, found to be not very indicatives for poems. On the other hand, the Diacritic Rate feature achieved a good recall score (82.4%) but the low precision score (56.5%) is due to having a similar usage rate of diacritics in poem and non-poem samples in the dataset. Fig. 11 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a method for modern Arabic poem recognition. The method can classify any text document as a poem or non-poem document with a very high accuracy of 99.81%. The classifier exploit the common visual and linguistic features of modern Arabic poems such as line length, rhyme, punctuations, and diacritics. In the future, we would like to apply this method on other languages. We would like also to extend this work to cover the cases where poem and non-poem text are intermixed in a single document.
